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ABOUT
US

Shipping containers, the building blocks of the future.

In an ever changing world, filled with innovation and creativity, we can

either change with the times or remain stagnant in our wasteful ways. At

ContainaTech, we strive toward change and innovation - our specialty,

of course, upcycling overlooked & abandoned Shipping Containers into

beautiful & functional spaces.

Whether its commercial or residential; minimalistic or extravagant; we are

ever marching towards our VISION - cleaner greener construction!

Jacques Olivier

Founder | Director

Ruan Bouwer

Founder | Director

The creative brain. 
His Architectural

Designing qualifications,

innovative and space-

saving designs, and

corporate sales

experience; leads the

company to the head of

the pack.

The logical leader. 
His background as a

successful entrepeneur

and experience in the

construction industry;

ensures that the

company operates

efficiently and within the

rules and regulations.

EXECUTIVE
TEAM

Driven, dedicated and dependable

With an achievable mission and a clear vision

towards the future of our world, we at ContainaTech

place one thing above all else - client satisfaction.

From initial contact until your keys are in your hands,

we aim to meet and exceed your expectations.

| Healing the World, One Container at a Time |

MISSION

A one-stop-shop.

Streamline the process with one company

managing every aspect of the project. From the

initial design process, to the handing over of your

keys, we make your commodity our priority.

VISION

Going green.

Using eco-friendly materials and incorporating

water & energy saving technology to transform

containers into awe-inspiring, self-sustaining

works of art.
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10%
CHEAPER

70%
FASTER

20%
LESS MAINTENANCE

than traditional building

methods.

WHAT WE
CAN DO

We deliver affordable high-quality solutions

to modern day construction problems.

With infinite depth and range in our experience, tried

and tested throughout our industry, our team delivers full

turnkey solutions for every project - from design to

delivery.

NEW & USED CONTAINER

SALES

LUXURY CONTAINER

CONVERSIONS

COFFEE SHOP

FRANCHISING

"There is only one thing stronger than all the armies of the world: and

that is an idea whose time has come."
- Victor Hugo
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WHY USE
US

Using Containers as your structural element is cheaper,

faster and requires less maintenance.

Here's some more advantages for using Containers

CUSTOMIZABLE 

STRONG & DURABLE

MODULARITY

OFF-SITE MANUFACTURING

It's amazing how many purposes a square

steel box can fit. From Bar to street Bazaar,

the skies the limit.

 

Designed to withstand extensive & harsh

ocean trips, your container is sure to be the

last man standing in extreme conditions.

 

It's like playing with lego. Let your

imagination go wild with stacks of building

blocks as high as 6 units.

 

With 90% of manufacturing done off-site,

you save on expenses like water &

electricity necessary for assembly.

TRANSPORT

AVAILABILITY

ECO-FRIENDLY

Containers already have the right parts to

fit perfectly on any ship, truck or rail, so

transporting is a breeze. And with us, we

can include that in your quote.

 

Thousands of containers get abandoned

each day, ripe for the picking. Great news,

we're in the selling business too.

 

Containers consist of tons of steel, wasted

and without any further use. Upcycling them

not only saves all that steel, it reduces the

amount of traditional building materials you

would have needed too.
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MATERIAL
WE USE

We only use SABS & fire rated products.

We pride ourselves in strictly adhering to SABS

standards. Every piece of material we use is aimed at

satisfying our clients aesthetic needs, as well as,

furthering our VISION - an eco-driven company using

eco-friendly materials.

CAVITYBATT INSULATION

Manufactured using high quality Glasswool and glass tissue

faced on one side, they are easy to handle and has highly

improved rigidity. The environmental sustainability of this

product means you use less material, energy and emissions

in the manufacturing process.

Non-combustible with inherent thermal insulation

properties, this product contributes to indoor comfort and

energy saving by reducing heat loss/gain. The exceptional

acoustic properties further add to the enhancement of the

indoor environment by absorbing noise and reducing sound

transmission

Lifelong energy savings

Exceptional acoustic

properties

Lightweight & easy to handle

Maintenance free

Long product life - will not

readily age

Self supporting - will not sag

Compression packed

High tear strength

Features & Benefits

Odourless, inert & fully

compatible with all

standard building materials

Will not promote corrosion

of steel, copper or

aluminium

Will not breed or promote

fungi, mould or bacteria

Will not sustain vermin

Non-hygroscopic

Durability

GYPSUM BASED RHINOBOARD

Manufactured according to the ISO 9001 Quality

Management System & the Environmental Management

System, this material is used to clad/line ceilings,

drywalls and drylining. It is a non-combustible

plasterboard consisting of an aerated/foamed gypsum

core encased in, and firmly bonded to, special paper

liners.

Containing chemically bonded water in crystallised form

and calcium sulphate, which is inert when exposed to

temperatures below 1 300 degrees celsius, this

material's fire resistance rating is incredible. When

exposed to fire, the bonded water is gradually released

in the form of moisture vapour and the process known

as "calcination" forms on the exposed surface,

thickening gradually. This entire process retards the

destruction caused by the fire and acts as a barrier for

as long as it remains intact. 
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"What's the use of a fine house if you haven't got a tolerable

planet to put it on."
- Henry David Thoreau

Our manufacturing team lead

each project with extensive

knowledge, always keeping

interested parties well-informed.

LIGHT WEIGHT STEEL

Reduced wastage

Lower logistical costs

Reduced time for construction

Light weight steel frame building consists of

structural wall frames and roof trusses,

manufactured from cold-formed light gauge

galvanized steel sections. Exterior cladding can

consist of a single skin brick wall or fibre cement

board, fixed to the wall frames. Electricity and

plumbing will be installed in the wall cavity created

by the light steel frames, as is the insulation

material. Rhinoboard, fixed to the light steel frame,

is typically used for internal wall cladding and

ceilings.

Benefits of Light Weight Steel framing include:
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YOUR PEACE
OF MIND

There are thousands of companies

in South Africa.

Only a few of which comply with the strict

manufacturing and construction regulations

set out by CIPC, SARS, CIDB and NHBRC.

Here at ContainaTech we are proud to showcase our accreditations and letters of Good Standing.

See our list of accreditations below for peace of mind that we are a valid, compliant contractor that

delivers on our promises with integrity and transparency.

TAX Clearance for 2021 - 2022

BB-BEE Compliant

NHBRC Registered

VAT Compliant

Public Liability Insurance Cover

Letter of Good Standing Workman's Compensation

H&S File Stating All Compliance

"Excellence is the unlimied ability to improve the

quality of what you have to offer." - Rick Pitino
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WHAT TO
KNOW

By now you should have many

questions.

We will try to answer them all. Should you have

any questions  not covered herein, feel free to

contact us for a more in-depth discussion.

Won't it be really hot inside the

container?
Without insulation, yes.

We use SABS approved cavity batt insulation in the

walls and ceiling, making the temperature inside

similar to conventional building methods.

Do all municipalities allow this building

method?
Some municipal regulations strictly state that they

do not allow containers or steel structures to be

erected in their jurisdictions. Other factors, like

Home Owners Association's, also affect the allow-

ability of containers.

Rest assured, our offices attend to the

communications to your local council to determine

whether containers are allowed and, if so, what the

regulations require for the plans to be approved.

What containers do you use/sell?
We use/sell one-tripper containers that came into

South Africa and have not been used since.

We also use/sell second hand (air & water tight)

containers, should your budget not allow for the

more expensive one-trippers.

What is the lifespan of a container?
Our containers last approximately 35 - 40 years,

with regular light maintenance even longer.

By cladding your exterior you add even more

protection.

Won't rust be a problem?
Shipping containers are manufactured with corten

steel, an extremely non-corrosive material. They are

made to withstand salt water and heavy storms.

By adding a further layer of protection with a

primer before cladding/painting, rust should be a

fear that is far removed.

Who connects the water & electricity?
After the containers have been rigged in place, our

plumbing & electrician team see to the connecting

of the water & electricity to the municipal grid.

How will you transport the container to

my property?
Nationally, depending on ease of access to the site,

we will either use a Side loader or a Crane truck.

Transport will be calculated & quoted subject to a

site visit.

Do banks allow financing for container

conversions?
As of yet, due to the lack of exposure to this

construction alternative, banks are not inclined to

grant bonds to fund the conversion process.

However, with the rise of conversions in South

Africa and the growing awareness of this process as

a trustworthy alternative, this may soon change.

Are used containers waterproof?
Our used containers are wind & water tight, prior to

the manufacturing process, with any excessive rust

and/or damage removed & repaired.



CONTACT
US

WEBSITE

www.containatech.co.za

PHONE

(021) 905 0747
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For a detailed list of what we have to

offer, check out our catalogue.

For any further information, pictures or quotes,

contact us on:

EMAIL

info@containatech.co.za

PHYSICAL ADDRESS

13 Utilis Street

Blackheath

Cape Town

FACEBOOK

www.facebook.com/containatech/

INSTAGRAM
@containatech


